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Reach top Retail Chains with ease and get discovered by leveraging the power of RangeMe.
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Maximize your brand's potential with premium features that increase visibility,
provide insights, and drive growth.
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RangeMe Verified™

A proactive way for you to show buyers you are
ready to do business 
Verification highlights the characteristics retail
buyers want to see in potential suppliers

Get increased visibility, up to 7x more views 
Verified badge featured on your brand and product pages 
Be included in buyer search results for RangeMe Verified™
brands

What is it?

Benefits
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Retailer Submissions

Submit your product(s) to limited-time opportunities from
buyers with immediate sourcing needs 
Submit your brand(s) directly to retailers with ongoing
product needs

RangeMe sends your submissions to the relevant
category buyers for each retailer 
Gain more control over the marketing and visibility of
your brand(s) on RangeMe 
Leverage Category Review Alerts to know when to
submit your brand to retailers during review periods
for products like yours

What is it?

Benefits
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Category Review Alerts

Receive monthly email alerts highlighting which of our retail
partners have upcoming category reviews in Retailer
Submissions 

Know when retail buyers are actively looking for new
products on RangeMe 
Know when itʼs the right time to submit your products
to retailers

What is it?

Benefits
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Industry Insights

Access your exclusive view into whatʼs driving buyer activity
on RangeMe

Identify opportunities to better position your
products on and off of RangeMe 
Make informed business decisions about your
product's packaging size, margin/ pricing, etc.
Identify promising opportunities for new product
development

What is it?

Benefits
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Downloadable Sell Sheets

Turn your RangeMe profile into a downloadable sell sheet
that you can share via PDF or print for in-person use

Create unlimited custom sell sheets for any use case,
at any time 
Track which sell sheets are driving new leads and
buyer engagement to your RangeMe Profile

What is it?

Benefits
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Insights

See buyer activity on your profile and how they discovered your
brand/product 

See your email and link share engagement

Know which retailers viewed your profile 
Get detailed information on the products buyers interact with
when visiting your profile

Understand how people engage with your shares to empower
your follow ups

What is it?

Profile Insights Sharing Insights

What is it?

Benefits Benefits
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Lead Tracker

Create new retail leads, manage lead activity, and grow your
retail sales opportunities 

Greater control of your retail sales pipeline
Opportunities to build stronger buyer relationships
and retail leads

What is it?

Benefits
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Image Editing

Create high quality product images by removing unwanted
backgrounds

Showcase your products with enhanced images
Increase image quality to get your brand RangeMe
Verified™

What is it?

Benefits

Before After
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Team Access

Add additional users, manage their permissions, and
collaborate with your team(s) all on the same RangeMe
profile

Collaborate with your team member(s) to build brand
awareness and generate retail leads on RangeMe
Set user roles and permissions to fit how your
company utilizes RangeMe (i.e. Billing, Sales,
Marketing, Brokers)

What is it? Benefits
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Priority Support

Your support tickets are sent to our priority support team for
faster replies

What is it?
Get answers to your questions within 24 hours from
our priority support team

Benefits
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Features
RangeMe Basic

(Free)
RangeMe Premium

£1,399/yr)
RangeMe Pro

(Starts at £2,499/yr)

Brand Profile & Buyer Visibility

Profile Sharing

Submit Support Tickets

Team Access 3 20 Unlimited

Image Editing Credits 1 150 500

Lead Tracker

Profile Insights

Industry Insights

Downloadable Sell Sheets

RangeMe Verified Brand 1 Brand 2+ Brands

Retailer Submissions

Category Review Alerts

Bulk Product Upload

Virtual Buyer Meeting Opportunities
(Based on product category and availability)

Pricing

MOST POPULAR
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Example Buyer Dashboard
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Example Verified Product Page


